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Abstract

A left ventricular aneurysm (LVA) is a localized dyskinetic area of infarcted myocardium that bulges in systole and diastole. It is a well studied structural complication seen post myocardial infarction although decreasing in incidence due to major improvements in reperfusion therapy. Persistent ST elevation is the most widely reported electrocardiographic manifestation of left ventricular aneurysms. LVA may be evident on chest x-ray, as observed in this case. Diagnosis is non invasively confirmed using echocardiography. Complications of LVA include congestive heart failure, ventricular arrhythmias and rupture that can lead to sudden cardiac death. Surgical treatment is usually effective and followed by a marked improvement in function but is burdened with a heavy post operative mortality. We report the case of a 55-year-old man, with a history of myocardial infarction presenting with a large left ventricular aneurysm.
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INTRODUCTION

A left ventricular aneurysm is a structural complication observed after myocardial infarction. It’s incidence however has decreased due to improvements in reperfusion techniques. It is a dyskinetic zone located at the infarcted myocardium level which is expressed in both systole and diastole. Its complications include congestive heart failure, ventricular arrhythmias, thrombosis and embolism, or rupture leading to sudden death. The abnormality is suspected in the presence of persistent elevation of the ST segment beyond 3 weeks on the electrocardiogram. The diagnosis is confirmed non-invasively by echocardiography. The LVA poses a problem of medical management because, the surgical indication is difficult to carry and the operative result is not always satisfactory.

The prevention of LVA post myocardial infarction is currently significantly improved by early revascularization techniques, as well as early prescription of conversion enzyme inhibitors or angiotensin II receptor antagonists.

OBSERVATION

We report the case of a 55-year-old patient with the only active cardiovascular risk factor is smoking with an antecedent of amputation of the left leg in 2016 for obliterating arteopathy of lower limb (undocumented). This patient had showed up for management of ischemic cerebral vascular problem occurring a week after a neglected infactoid scene. The examinations carried out had revealed an aneurysm of the inferior wall complicated with thrombus. The evolution was marked 15 days later by the occurrence of a heart failure complicating a reduced ventricular tachycardia.
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DISCUSSION
LVA is a rare complication of myocardial infarction, with a historical incidence of about 7%. However, given the current management of infarction with early revascularization, its incidence has decreased considerably. The majority of aneurysms are located in the anterolateral wall (85%), and much more rarely at the posterior wall. LVA can lead to heart failure by several mechanisms (paradoxic ventricular contraction, mitral regurgitation by distal papillary muscles) and embolic complications (coronary or systemic) due to a frequent mural thrombus associated. Ventricular arrhythmias are also present in 15 to 30% of LVA, especially when the septum is involved. They are generally resistant to any drug therapy.

Echocardiography remains the test of choice in the diagnosis and evaluation of ventricular aneurysm which appears as a pocket developed in the territory of the myocardial infraction and which communicates with the left ventricle by a wide neck, this pocket whose wall is thin and deforms the left ventricular cavity in systole, is animated by a dyskinetic contraction in systole. The adoption of these diagnostic criteria makes it possible to distinguish between ventricular aneurysm and other related situations such as akinesia or dyskinesia patches that can be seen in recent transmural myocardial infraction, but where ventricular contour occurs only in systole, or false aneurysms of the left ventricle. This is an essential examination not only for the precise diagnosis but especially for the etiological and prognostic information it provides. It gives information on cavitory dilatation, systolic and diastolic function, pulmonary arterial pressure, mitral and tricuspid leakage and above all the presence of spontaneous contrast or intra-left ventricle thrombus.

The therapeutic approach of left ventricular aneurysm is based on the surgical procedure by ablation of the aneurysmal pocket. Although some authors in the literature, subject of much controversy, advocate starting with medical treatment. In addition, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brilliant. If the operative course is crossed, the operative indication on LVA is always difficult to cross, the operative course is crossed, the operative result is not always brillian

CONCLUSION
Left ventricular aneurysm is a mechanical complication of myocardial infarction which poses problem of medical care. The surgical indication is difficult to carry and the operative result is not always brilliant. The prevention of LVA post myocardial infarction is currently significantly improved by early revascularization techniques for myocardial infarction, as well as early prescription of converting enzyme inhibitors or angiotensin receptor antagonists II.
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